
FAITH-BASED FACILITATION CASE STUDIES 
1: Using FBF to build community 
 
Faith-Based Facilitation can be used in many ways to build deeper 
relationships. In this case study, new Salvation Army corps officers 
(church leaders) use FBF with the aim of building community, 
both within the existing membership and with sectors of the 
neighbourhood who had no prior links with the corps.   
 
As you read through this example, notice the skills and 
tools used by the facilitator. 
 
Step 1: The Issue 

 
Salvation Army officers, Majors Ruth and Andrew, a married couple, took up a new appointment as corps officers 
(church leaders). They had been trained in facilitation skills, particularly in good listening, and soon arranged a 
meeting with other corps members to decide the best way forward. 
 
Step 2: Describe and Analyse 

 
The people were pleased to be asked for their input and many suggestions were made. Major Andrew, acting as 
facilitator, summarised all of them and then asked what might be the best way of finding out what issues concerned 
people in their community. Group members decided to visit at least 50 families who did not attend the corps (Tool 
2.3). Major Andrew gave these visitors basic training, reminding them to not offer solutions to problems raised and 
not to promise anything. They just needed to listen, observe and say they would return for another visit. 
 
When the first visits were done, everyone met together to share what they had discovered. Some of those who had 
been visited were invited to the meeting so their opinions could be heard. At this meeting Major Ruth acted as 
facilitator. She encouraged everyone to talk about everything they had noticed or been told. They soon had a long 
list, but a pattern of strengths and needs began to emerge. 
 
The community was blessed with many old people as well as mothers with young babies. Both of these groups of 
people were mostly staying at home and several people said they felt lonely. A number of retired nurses and school 
teachers were also living with their families in nearby communities. Many of those visited said they did not have 
much to do with their time. 
 
Step 3: Reflect and Evaluate 

 
Major Ruth asked the group: 'How can we work together to address these problems?' Again, as a facilitator, she 
encouraged everyone to make suggestions. Different people suggested different ideas and these included: 
 

• Meetings for the older people where they could share their stories  

• A Bible study for mothers with young children  

• Basic health education sessions for both groups run by the retired teachers  

• An income-generation activity to help people with low incomes  

• Social gatherings where people could share food and sing together  

• Visits to other communities.  
 
One of the new corps members, Mary, pointed out that almost all these activities involved community members 
coming to the corps building. 'Why do we expect them to come to us?' she asked. Together, they discussed what 
they could actually do. Major Andrew gave a brief talk about the way Jesus preached, taught and healed when he 
was on Earth. Major Andrew explained the importance for Christians to reach out to their community (Tool 2.7). 
 
Step 4: Decide and Plan 

 
After some enthusiastic discussion the group agreed to try three ideas: 
 
1. Mary agreed to organise a regular walk around the community to meet people, make friends and discuss issues of 
concern. Everyone was welcome on the walk – Salvationists and those not linked with The Salvation Army. 
 



  

2. A weekly gathering at the Salvation Army hall to which all people over 60 would be invited. There would be 
discussion about health issues over a cup of herbal tea, a Bible reading and then a chance to sing and share stories 
together. 
 
3. A weekly mother-and-baby meeting at the Army hall focusing on health, with input from some retired nurses 
who had contacts with the nearby government clinic. They would monitor the babies' growth using scales and 
charts borrowed from the clinic. Sick children would be referred for treatment as needed. In addition, importantly, 
there would be a chance for the mothers to sing, pray and share together. 
 
Before the meeting finished with prayer, Majors Ruth and Andrew made sure that people were given the various 
tasks. Dates were fixed, and all those who had done the initial visiting promised to revisit those they had seen. They 
would encourage the elderly and the young mothers to attend the new events and bring their friends with them. 

 
Step 5: Action 

 
The groups were soon well established, and much appreciated by everyone involved. The community walks resulted 
in invitations to visit people in their homes. The corps members were surprised how much they learnt from these 
building deeper relationships conversations. They saw things they had missed previously. Because people had been 
carefully consulted, everyone felt a sense of ownership of the initiatives. In a small way, these new initiatives began 
to enrich the life of the whole community. 
 
Majors Andrew and Ruth were careful to monitor and evaluate the work of the three groups. They held regular 
meetings with the leaders and group members reflecting on what they were doing, using the cycle suggested in the 
Faith-Based Facilitation process and a simple self-assessment tool (Tool 2.11). This enabled the groups to grow, 
develop and adapt to changing patterns in the community. 
 
 
 
 

All the examples of people using the Faith-Based Facilitation process and tools are based on real-life situations and events. 
However, names and circumstances have been changed and details altered to preserve anonymity and to give readers clear 
examples of Faith Based Facilitation in action. 
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